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Valency-changing categories in Indo-Aryan 
and Indo-European:
A diachronic typological portrait 
of Vedic Sanskrit
Leonid Kulikov
Leiden University
1. Preliminaries: An approach to the diachronic 
typological study of a linguistic category
This paper concentrates on the diachronic aspects of the typology of transitivity
oppositions and valency-changing categories, focusing on evidence available
from one branch of Indo-European, Indo-Aryan. It also aims to draw attention to
the regrettable imbalance of the synchronic and diachronic typological studies. 
On the one hand, we dispose of rich catalogues and a detailed synchronic
analysis of the systems of valency-changing derivations attested in the languages
of the world. On the other hand, a systematic treatment of these categories in a
diachronic perspective is lacking. The rise, development and decline of these
categories mostly remain on the periphery of the typological interests. 
It seems advisable to start a diachronic typological research with collecting
evidence from languages (language groups) with a history well-documented in
texts for a sufficiently long period of time (around 1000 years or more). When
approaching the history of a particular valency-changing category, such as pas-
sive or causative, it might be useful to outline some kind of diachronic typo-
logical portrait of the relevant category in the given language group or family,
tracing it from the earliest attested texts in an ancient language (L0) onwards up
to its reflexes in the daughter languages (L1, L2 etc.). Of particular interest would
also be – if available – evidence from the sister languages of L0, which can serve
as a basis for a tentative reconstruction of the hypothetical history and possible
sources of the category under study in the proto-language.
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2. An example of a ‘family portrait’: the case of 
Indo-Aryan
One of the best objects for such a diachronic typological study would be, for in-
stance, the Indo-Aryan group of the Indo-European language family. We dispose
of an uninterrupted documented history of Indo-Aryan for a period of more than
3.000 years, starting with the Old Indo-Aryan (OIA), which can be roughly iden-
tified with (Vedic) Sanskrit,1 and continued in Middle Indo-Aryan (Pli and
Prakrits) and New Indo-Aryan (Hindi-Urdu, Bengali, Marathi, Sinhalese, etc.). 
Thus, in the case of Indo-Aryan, we dispose of rich material for a diachronic
analysis of the valency-changing categories. On the one hand, the rich evidence
collected by the Indo-European comparative linguistics creates a good basis for
hypotheses about the origin and possible sources of the morphological and syn-
tactic categories attested in OIA and thus provides important material for a ret-
rospective diachronic typological study. On the other hand, evidence from late
Vedic and Middle Indo-Aryan texts, as well as from New Indo-Aryan languages,
allows for a prospective diachronic study (how the OIA categories develop into
their reflexes in Middle and New Indo-Aryan).  In what follows, I will offer an
overview of several features of the Indo-Aryan, and, particularly, of OIA system
of voices and valency-changing categories, which are relevant in a diachronic ty-
pological perspective. The main tendencies which determine the evolution of the
Vedic (OIA) system of transitivity oppositions include: (i) decline of the middle
diathesis, which, as I will argue, amounts to its degrammaticalization; (ii) the
rapid growth of new valency-changing categories, passives and causatives; and
(iii) decline of the labile patterning.
3. Degrammaticalization of the middle 
The diathesis, or the active/middle opposition, is a grammatical category of the
Ancient Indo-European verb that surfaces in the type of the verbal personal in-
flexion. Cf. the present tense Vedic active endings 2sg. -si, 3sg. -ti etc. as op-
posed to middle endings 2sg. -se, 3sg. -te, etc. 
The middle diathesis (also called ‘middle voice’) is usually said to function as
a syncretic marker of several intransitive derivations: passive, anticausative (de-
causative), reflexive, reciprocal; see examples below. This might indeed be the
case in Proto-Indo-European. However, one of the oldest documented Indo-Eu-
ropean languages, Vedic Sanskrit, seems to attest the decay of the original sys-
tem. Already in the language of the earliest texts, gveda (RV) and Atharvaveda
(AV), we observe the loss of several grammatical functions of the ancient Indo-
European middle; many of them are taken over by special markers. The only
1  The most ancient Vedic text, the gveda, dates to the 2nd half of the second millennium B.C. For
the chronology of Vedic texts, see Witzel 1995: 96ff. (with bibl.).
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function of the middle which is still quite productive in Vedic is the expression
of the self-beneficent (or autobenefactive) meaning. Instead, Indo-Aryan attests
the rapid growth of new valency-changing categories, foremost in the present
tense system: passives with the suffix -yá- and causatives with the suffix -áya-.
Let us take a closer look at the main alleged functions of the middle.
3.1. Passive
Within the three main tense systems, present, aorist, and perfect, passive is ex-
pressed by characterized formations, rather than by non-characterized (bare)
middle forms: (i) in the system of present: by present passives with the accented
suffix -yá-2 (e.g. yuj ‘yoke, join’: 3sg. yujyáte ‘is (being) yoked, joined’, 3pl.
yujyánte ‘are (being) yoked, joined’, participle yujyám	na-, etc.); (ii) in the sys-
tem of aorist: by medio-passive aorists in -i and -ran (-ram) (3sg. in -i, 3pl. in
-ran/-ram; e.g. yuj ‘yoke, join’: 3sg. áyoji, 3pl. ayujran); and (iii) by statives in
-e and -re, which supply passives in the system of perfect (3sg. in -e, 3pl. in -re:
e.g. hi ‘impel’: 3sg. hinvé ‘(it) is / has been impelled’, 3pl. hinviré ‘(they) are /
have been impelled’); for details, see Kümmel 1996; Got 1997. Both medio-
passive i-aorists and statives have a defective paradigm. 
The system of passive formations attested in early Vedic, first of all in the lan-
guage of the RV, is schematically represented in Table 1. According to the com-
munis opinio, alongside with characterized passive formations (YA-presents,
I-aorists and statives), there is a plethora of non-characterized middle forms in
all the three tense systems that allegedly function as passives (the shadowed col-
umn in the midst of the table). 
Table 1. Passive in Old Indo-Aryan: traditional view
P A S S I V E
Below I will argue that non-characterized (bare) middle forms are extremely rare
in passive usages. There are indeed two large groups of non-characterized
middle formations (which I will call ‘bare middles’) employed in passive usages,
middle perfects and middle athematic participles with the suffix -	na-. In fact,
2 Finite verbal forms are normally unaccented except when appearing in a subordinate clause and/or
at the beginning of a sentence or metrical unit (pda), i.e. a verse which forms the minimal constituent
of a stanza. 
Present Active Middle -yá-presents
Aorist Active Middle aorists in -i/-ran
Perfect Active Middle (?)
statives in -e/-re
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however, these forms have special paradigmatic status, being morphologically
(grammatically) ambiguous and therefore should be discarded as evidence for
the passive function of the middle voice. 
Athematic middle participles with the suffix -na- exhibit unusual syntactic
properties in early Vedic, particularly in the language of the gveda. While the
corresponding finite forms are employed only transitively, the -	na-participles
are attested both in transitive and intransitive (passive) constructions (see already
Delbrück 1888: 264).
For instance, the participle hinvná- (root hi ‘impel’), taken by all grammars
as the middle participle of the nasal present with the suffix -nó-/-nu- (class V in
the Indian tradition), occurs 18 times in intransitive (passive) constructions (as
in (1a)), and 10 times in transitive constructions (as in (1b)) in the gveda):
(1) a. (RV 9.12.8)
sómo hi-nv-nó arati  
Soma:NOM.SG impel-PRES-PART.MED:NOM.SG.M flow:PRES:3SG.ACT
‘Soma, being impelled, flows.’ 
      b. (RV 9.97.32)
… índr	ya pavase … hi-nv-nó  
Indra:DAT purify:PRES:2SG.MED impel-PRES-PART.MED:NOM.SG.M 
vcam matíbhi kavnm
speech:ACC.SG thought:INS.PL poet:GEN.PL
‘You (sc. Soma) purify yourself for Indra, impelling (your) speech with the (religious) 
thoughts of the poets.’  
By contrast, the finite middle forms made from the same stem (3pl.med. hinváte
etc.), with which hinv	ná- is supposed to belong together can only be employed
transitively, meaning ‘to impel’, as in (2):
(2) (RV 9.65.11)
hi-nv-é vjeu v	jínam 
impel-PRES-1SG.MED price:LOC.PL runner:ACC.SG
‘I spur on this runner [in the race] for prices.’
Likewise, the participle yujná- (root yuj ‘yoke’) occurs 8 times in intransitive
(passive) constructions (as in (3a)) and 14 times in transitive constructions (as in
(3b)) in the gveda:
(3) a. (RV 6.34.2c)
rátho ná mahé ávase yuj-ná 
chariot:NOM.SG like great:DAT power:DAT yoke:AOR-PART.MED:NOM.SG.M 
‘… like a chariot yoked for the great power.’
b. (RV 6.47.19a)
yuj-nó3 harít	 ráthe
yoke:AOR-PART.MED:NOM.SG.M fallow:ACC.DU chariot:LOC.SG
‘... (Tvaar,) yoking two fallow [horses] to the chariot.’
3 -ó is the same ending as in yuj	n-á in (3a), resulting from the sandhi before a voiced consonant
(-á h-  -ó h-).
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Vedic grammars treat yuj	ná- as a middle participle of the root aorist (see, for
instance, Whitney 1885: 132; Macdonell 1910: 370). However, again, as in the
case of hinv	ná-, the corresponding finite forms (3sg. áyukta etc.) can only be
employed in transitive usages, as in (4): 
(4) (RV 7.60.3)
á-yuk-ta saptá haríta 
AUG-yoke:AOR-3SG.MED seven fallow:ACC.PL
‘He yoked (now) his seven fallow (horses).’
Elsewhere I have demonstrated (Kulikov 2006) that the grammatical character-
istics of such passive -	na-participles should be reconsidered. In my view, these
participles are homonymous, or morphologically (grammatically) ambiguous.
Thus, the participle hinv	ná- in its transitive usages, meaning ‘impelling’, be-
longs to the paradigm of the transitive nasal present (hinváte etc.). But it is a
member of the paradigm of the stative = a stative participle (3sg. hinvé, 3pl.
hinviré) when employed intransitively (passively), meaning ‘impelled’. Like-
wise, yuj	ná- is a member of the paradigm of the (transitive) root aorist (áyukta
etc.) when employed transitively (‘yoking’), but it is a member of the paradigm
of the passive aorist (3sg. áyoji, 3pl. ayujran), that is, a passive aorist participle
when employed in passive constructions (‘yoked’):
Although, traditionally, Vedic grammars do not include participles into the para-
digms of statives and medio-passive aorists, the assumption that passive
-	na-participles should be added to these paradigms seems quite attractive, since
it easily explains their abnormal syntax.
Another large group of non-characterized middle forms employed in passive
constructions consists of middle perfects. Most remarkably, only 3sg. and 3pl.
middle perfects forms (with the endings -e and -re, respectively) are attested in
passive usages.4 In my view, all such forms should be taken as statives built on
perfect stems, rather than as middle perfects proper.
For instance, the form dadhé (root dh	 ‘put’) should be taken as a 3sg.form of
the middle perfect when meaning ‘has put’, as in (5a), and as 3sg. of the stative
when meaning ‘is put / has been put’, as in (5b):
(i) hi ‘impel’ (ii) yuj ‘yoke’
PRESENT STATIVE ROOT AORIST PASSIVE AORIST
3pl. hinv-áte sg. hinv-é 3sg. á-yuk-ta 3sg. á-yoj-i
transitive intransitive-passive transitive intransitive-passive
‘impelling’ ‘impelled’ ‘yoking’ ‘yoked’
hinv-	ná- yuj-	ná-
4 For a detailed study of Vedic perfects, see Kümmel 2000.
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(5) a. (RV 9.18.4)
yó vív	ni vry	   vásni hástayor dadh-é
who all desirable:ACC goods:ACC hand:LOC.DU put:PF-3SG.MED 
‘The one who holds / has put all desirable goods in his hands ...’ 
b. (RV 1.168.3)
hásteu kh	dí ca ktí ca sá dadh-é
hand:LOC.PL brooch:NOM.SG and sward:NOM.SG and together put:STAT-3SG.MED
‘Brooch and sward is put in [your] hands.’  
Likewise, the 3pl. form yuyujré is middle perfect of yuj ‘yoke’ when employed
transitively, as in (6a), but stative when employed passively, as in (6b): 
(6) a. (RV 5.58.7)
vt	n hy áv	n dhury -yuyuj-ré
wind:ACC.PL since horse:ACC.PL shaft:LOC.SG PREV-yoke:PF-3PL.MED
‘Since [the Maruts] have yoked the winds as their horses into the shaft …’
b. (RV 1.168.3)
dhiy yuyuj-ra5 índava
thought:INS.SG yoke:STAT-3PL.MED drop:NOM.PL 
‘The [Soma-]drops have been yoked with a religious thought.’ 
The same holds true, mutatis mutandis, for middle participles made from perfect
stems and employed in passive usages. Such forms should be taken as belonging
with statives rather than with middle perfects, as in the compound yuyuj	ná-
sapti- ‘with yoked horses’:
(7) (RV 6.62.4)
yuyuj-	ná-sapt 
yoke:STAT-PART.MED-horses:NOM.DU
‘[these two Avins] which have yoked horses’
To conclude this short discussion of the passive paradigm, let it be mentioned
that the sub-paradigm of present is in fact defective, too. We mostly find 3sg. and
3pl. forms of the present tense, as well as participles. Next to present tense forms
proper, there are rare imperatives (some 10 forms in the RV and AV). Only ex-
ceptional attestations of other tense-moods are found, which makes the sub-
paradigm of present much more similar to those of the aorist and perfect.
The early Vedic passive paradigm (as attested for yuj ‘yoke’ and su ‘press
(out)’) is summarized in Table 2. Different types of shadowing show the status
of the corresponding forms: dark grey = lacking and morphologically imposs-
ible; middle grey = morphologically possible but unattested or only exceptional-
ly attested (underdeveloped part of the paradigm); light grey = morphologically
possible but rare. 
5  -ra is the same ending as in yuyuj-ré in (6a), with a resulting from the sandhi before a vowel
(-e i-  -a i-).
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Table 2: Passive paradigm in early Vedic
Most importantly, the system almost exclusively consists of characterized forms.
There are only exceptional and isolated non-characterized (bare) middle forms.6
Thus, the middle diathesis cannot be said to serve as the marker of the passive
voice. 
3.2. Reflexive
The reflexive is another valency-decreasing (intransitivizing) derivation tradi-
tionally associated with the middle diathesis. There are indeed some doubtless
instances of the reflexive usage of the middle forms (see Gonda 1979: 50), as in
(8–9): 
(8) (RV 2.33.9)
pipi-e hírayai 
adorn:PERF-3SG.MED golden.decoration:INS.PL
‘[Rudra] has adorned himself with golden decorations.’
(9) (RV 1.36.16)
yó mártya í-te áty aktúbhir 
who:NOM.SG.M mortal:NOM.SG sharpen:PRES-3SG.MED by night
‘The mortal who sharpens himself by night …’ ( who is too nimble …)
Such examples are relatively few, however. In many cases the term ‘reflexive’ is
misleading. In fact, most occurrences of middle forms that are traditionally
called ‘reflexives’, should rather be qualified as anticausatives, cf. p	ryate ‘be-
comes full’ (not ‘fills oneself’), pávate ‘becomes clean’ (not ‘purifies oneself’!),
etc.
PRESENT AORIST PERFECT/STATIVE
INDICATIVE IMPERATIVE INDICATIVE INJ. INDICATIVE IMPER.
SG
1 … …
2 … , yujyáse [dhyasva] [vié]
3 syáte, yujyáte [dhyát	m] ás	vi, áyoji … , yoji sunvé, yuyujé [duhm]
DU
1 … …
2 … …
3 [ucyete] …
PL
1 [-panymahe (?)] …
2 … yujyadhvam
3 … , yujyante [badhyant	m] … , áyujran … sunvire, yuyujré
PART. syám	na-, yujyám	na- suv	ná-, yuj	ná- sunv	ná-, yuyuj	ná-
6  These include, for instance, class IX pres. gté ‘is praised’ or class I pres. stávate ‘is praised’.
stávate and gté are likely to be based on the stems of the statives stáve (see Narten 1969) and ge
‘is praised’, instantiating a sort of back derivation (Rückbildungen). A few sigmatic aorists (mostly
3pl. forms): ayukata ‘(they) were yoked’, adkata ‘(they) were seen, visible, (they) appeared’,
askata ‘(they) were set free’ must be replacements of the medio-passive 3pl.aorists in -ran, which
disappear after the RV.
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Furthermore, several non-passive intransitives which may go back to true re-
flexives, exhibit idiomatic semantic changes, cf. ap ‘curse’: ápate ‘swears’
( *‘curses oneself’); 	 ‘sharpen’: íte ‘is too nimble’ ( *‘sharpens him-
self’).
The productive markers of reflexive are two pronouns of substantive origin:
tan	-, originally meaning ‘body’ (cf. (10)) – in early Vedic; and 	tmán- (‘breath,
soul’) – in later texts (cf. (11)) (see Kulikov 2007a for details):
(10) (RV 1.147.2)
vandrus te tanuvàm vande agne 
praiser:NOM.SG your self:ACC.SG praise:PRES:1SG.MED Agni:VOC.SG
‘As your praiser, I praise myself, o Agni.’
(11) (MS 1.6.4:93.3)
híraya dad	ty 	tmnam evá téna punte
gold:ACC.SG give:PRES:3SG.ACT self:ACC.SG thereby  purify:PRES:3SG.MED
‘He gives gold; thereby he purifies himself.’
3.3. Reciprocal
Again, as in the case of passive or reflexive, the regular markers of reciprocity
include several morphemes which typically (but not always) co-occur with the
middle type of inflexion (see Kulikov 2007b for details): preverbs sám ‘together’
and ví ‘asunder’ as well as the adverb mithás ‘mutually’ and reciprocal pronoun
anyó-(a)nyám (lit. ‘another-another’). Cf. (12), where two of these markers are
attested: 
(12) (AV 3.30.4)
yéna dev ná vi-y-ánti ná7 u ca vi-dvi-áte
which:INS.SG god:NOM.PL not vi-go:PRES-3PL.ACT not and  vi-hate:PRES-3PL.MED
mithá tát k-mo bráhma vo ghé
mutually that make:PRES-1PL.ACT incantation:ACC.SG your house:LOC.SG
‘We perform in your house that incantation by virtue of which the gods do not go apart, do 
not hate one another (mutually).’
The reciprocal adverb mithás ‘mutually’ is particularly common as marker of
reciprocity in the language of the RV, cf. p ‘purify’ – pun	né mithá (RV
4.56.6) ‘purifying each other [earth and heaven]’; hi ‘urge, impel’ – mithó
hinv	n (RV 10.65.2) ‘impelling each other’; t
 (tr) ‘surpass’ – mithas-túr- (e.g.
RV 6.49.3 mithas-túr	 ‘(day and night), surpassing each other’). Periphrastic
constructions with anyó (a)nyám (lit. ‘another-another’) become productive in
the middle Vedic period.
3.4. Anticausative
The causative/anticausative distinction is the only valency-changing derivation
which, unlike passive, reflexive and reciprocal, is quite regularly expressed by
the active/middle opposition, at least in early Vedic, as in med. várdhate ‘grows’
7   The symbol  shows that the sandhi has been undone.
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~ act. várdhati ‘makes grow, increases’ or med.  réjate ‘trembles’ ~ act. réjati
‘makes tremble’.
However, in most cases, the middle type of inflexion is not the only marker of
anticausative, being supported by the stem opposition – which, eventually,
weakens the functional value of the middle as a marker of anticausative. For in-
stance, transitive-causative presents with nasal affixes with the active inflexion
are mostly opposed to middle thematic root presents (= class I presents in the tra-
ditional notation) or class IV presents with the suffix -ya-, cf. pávate ‘becomes
clean’- punti ‘makes clean’; ryate ‘flows, bubbles’- riti ‘makes flow, makes
bubble’.
Moreover, already in early Vedic the binary oppositions of the type med.
várdhate ~ act. várdhati, med. códate ‘rushes, hastens (intr.)’ ~ act. códati
‘urges, impels (tr.)’ are often complicated by a third member, the more charac-
terized causative with the suffix -áya-: vardháyati, códáyati, as shown in the fol-
lowing scheme:
act. várdha act. códa
med. várdha  med. códa  
act. vardháya  act. códáya
In later texts, the causative meaning is still more regularly rendered by the suffix
-áya-, which decreases the functional weight of the active/middle opposition
even further. In other words, Indo-Aryan becomes a causative-marking lan-
guage.
3.5. The only functional domain which the middle diathesis does not share with
other markers, is the group of functions which can be called self-beneficent, or
auto-benefactive. The self-benefactive meaning was one of the main functions
of the Vedic (and, in general, ancient Indo-European) middle type of inflexion,
as illustrated in (13):
(13) Vedic Sanskrit
a. br	hmao (r	jñe) pray	ja yaja-ti
priest:NOM (king:DAT) sacrifice:ACC worship:PRES-3SG.ACT
‘The priest performs the sacrifice (for the king).’
b. br	hmaa pray	ja yaja-te
priest:NOM sacrifice:ACC worship:PRES-3SG.MED
‘The priest performs the sacrifice (for his own sake).’
4. Development of the new valency-changing categories
The decay of the middle is compensated by and goes essentially parallel with the
development of the new valency-changing categories, foremost within the sys-
tem of present.
ti ti
te te
ti ti
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4.1. Causatives 
Causatives with the suffix -áya- dramatically increase their productivity already
within OIA. In early Vedic (and probably in Proto-Indo-European) they can only
be derived from intransitives and intransitive/transitives (I/T) verbs of percep-
tion and consumption (d ‘see’, vid ‘know’, p	 ‘drink’). In middle Vedic (in the
language of Vedic prose, or Brhmaas) we find first occurrences of causatives
of transitives, such as k ‘make’ – k	ráyati (Br.+) ‘cause to make’, vac ‘speak’ –
v	cáyati (YVp+) ‘make speak’, h ‘take, carry’ – h	ráyati (YVp+) ‘make take,
make carry’. Finally, in late Vedic and post-Vedic (Stras, Epic Skt.) earliest at-
testations of causatives with double characterization in -	paya- appear: a ‘eat’
– a	payati (MnGS) (~ simple caus. 	ayati (Br.+)), kal ‘wash’ – opt.
k	l	payta (S.) (~ simple caus. k	layati (Br.+)). These formations correspond
to Middle and New Indo-Aryan double causatives.
4.2. Passives 
Passives with the suffix -yá- likewise increase their productivity. In early Vedic,
these formations are attested from some 40 roots, which only include non-de-
rived transitives. In middle Vedic (young mantras, Yajurveda, Brhmaas) we
find first examples of -yá-passives derived from secondary stems (desideratives
and causatives of intransitive verbs). Finally, in late Vedic and post-Vedic (from
the rauta-Stras onwards), passives of causatives derived from transitives first
appear (caus. dh	páyati ‘makes put’ – ni-dh	pyam	na- VaitS, caus. p	yáyati
‘makes drink’ – -p	yyam	na- pS).
To sum up, we observe two parallel tendencies in the history of Indo-Aryan.
The loss of many original functions of the middle and the lexicalization of many
middle forms suggests that the diathesis opposition, albeit physically preserved
in the paradigm, loses a large part of its functional content. Thus, the middle,
supposedly a syncretic marker of several intransitive derivations in Proto-Indo-
European, loses one by one its intransitivizing functions. In other words, the cat-
egory of middle can be said to degrammaticalize in Indo-Aryan. This process
runs parallel with, and is supported by, the grammaticalization of several new
categories, such as -yá-passives and -áya-causatives, reflexives with 	tmán- and
reciprocal constructions with anyo’nya. 
5. Decay of labile syntax
The third important tendency which determines the development of the Old
Indo-Aryan verbal syntax is the decline of lability. The term ‘labile’ refers to
verbs or verbal forms which can show a valence alternation with no formal
change in the verb, cf. Eng. The door opened ~ John opened the door; Vedic
rudr tásya sádaneu vvdhu ‘Rudras have grown [intransitive] in the resi-
dences of the truth’ ~ índram ukthni vvdhu ‘The hymns have increased
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[transitive] Indra’. The ancient Indo-European languages, such as early Vedic
and (Homeric) Greek, are usually considered as characterized by a high degree
of lability. According to the communis opinio, they had a considerable number
of labile verbs and verbal forms. Being one of the most intriguing aspects of the
(ancient) Indo-European verb, this phenomenon has even caused quite desperate
claims expressed by some Indo-Europeanists, such as: 
Que signifiait donc [la forme proto-indo-européenne] *e-liq-ê-s? Était-ce ‘tu lais-
sas’ ou ‘tu restas’? Si l'un des deux, comment est-il devenu l'autre? Si tous les deux,
il faut convenir que nos ancêtres manquaient de clarté (Henry 1893: 121) 
Almost a half-century later, H. Hirt in his seminal Indogermanische Grammatik
(VII/II: Syntax) has formulated his views less emotionally, but hardly more op-
timistically: 
Bei den Sätzen mit Verben muß man <…> unterscheiden, ob das Verb allein steht
oder noch eine Ergänzung, ein Objekt, fordert, ob es nach der gewöhnlichen Aus-
drucksweise intransitiv oder transitiv ist. <…> Nun ist aber die Unterscheidung
nicht so wesentlich, da intransitive Verben transitiv und transitive intransitiv wer-
den können. Wäre sie von großer Bedeutung, so würden wir wohl eine Ver-
schiedenheit der Form zwischen den beiden Kategorien antreffen (Hirt 1937: 28)
In my view, the productivity of the labile patterning in such ancient Indo-Euro-
pean languages as Vedic is strongly exaggerated. Thus far we have no full treat-
ment of the phenomenon of lability in ancient Indo-European languages in gen-
eral or in Vedic, in particular. I will of course make no attempt to present the full
inventory of the labile forms attested in Vedic. Rather, I will confine myself to
mentioning several forms of the verbal paradigm where labile patterning was
most common, arguing for the secondary character of lability in most such cases
(for details, see Kulikov 2003).
5.1. Lability of middle present forms 
First, in a number of middle forms of the system of present, labile patterning re-
sults from the polyfunctionality of the middle diathesis. The middle inflexion can
express either the self-beneficent (auto-benefactive) meaning with no valence
change (cf. the textbook example act. yájati ‘sacrifices’ ~ med. yájate ‘sacrifices
for oneself’, as in (13)), or an intransitivizing derivation, most often, anticausa-
tive (decausative). Correspondingly, in the cases where the middle diathesis can
have both functions, its middle forms can be employed either transitively with
the self-beneficent meaning, or intransitively, so that we are confronted with la-
bile patterning, as in the case of verbs svádate ‘makes sweet / is sweet’; códate
‘impels / rushes, hastens’, námate ‘bends’, bhárate ‘brings (for oneself) / brings
oneself’, vahate ‘carries / drives, goes’, ráyate ‘lays, fixes on, fastens / leans
on’. Cf. (14–15):
(14) a. (RV 9.74.9)
sváda-sva índr	ya pavam	na ptáye
be/make.sweet:PRES-2SG.IMPV.MED Indra:DAT.SG Pavamna:VOC.SG drink:INF
‘Be sweet for Indra, O Pavamna (= Soma sap), for drinking.’
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b. (RV 3.54.22)
sváda-sva havy      
be/make.sweet:PRES-2SG.IMPV.MED oblation:ACC.PL
‘Make the oblations sweet [for yourself].’
(15) a. (RV 1.104.7)
v	 coda-sva mahaté dhán	ya     
bull:NOM.SG rush:PRES-2SG.IMPV.MED big:DAT.SG contest:DAT.SG
‘Rush [like] a bull for a big contest!’
b. (RV 8.75.6)
ve coda-sva su-utím
bull:DAT.SG impel:PRES-2SG.IMPV.MED good-praise:ACC.SG
‘Send forth your beautiful praise for the bull.’
Labile syntax is also attested for presents with nasal affixes (i.e. with the suffixes
-nó-/-nu-, -n-/-n- and with the infix -ná-/-n- = classes V, IX and VII in the tra-
ditional notation), particularly for their thematicized variants (see Kulikov
2000). Cf. the labile thematic middle present páte ‘fills; fills oneself’:
(16) a. (RV 3.33.12)
 vaká	 pá-dhvam
PREV udder:ACC.PL fill:PRES-2PL.IMPV.MED  
‘Fill your udders, (o rivers).’
b. (RV 7.37.1)
sávaneu sómair … pa-dhvam
pressing:LOC.PL Soma:INS.PL fill:PRES-2PL.IMPV.MED  
‘At the [Soma-]pressings fill yourself with the Soma[-sap].’
5.2. Verbs constructed with content accusatives: type púyati 
‘prosper’ / ‘make prosper’
Another type of the Vedic and Indo-European lability is represented by the verbs
of the type púyati, employed both in the intransitive usage ‘prosper, thrive’ and
the transitive-causative usage, meaning ‘make prosper, make thrive’, as in (17a–
b):
(17) a. (RV 7.32.9)
taráir íj jayati kéti púya-ti 
fast:NOM.SG only wins dwells prosper:PRES-3SG.ACT 
‘Only the one who is fast is victorious, dwells (in peace), prospers.’
b. (RV 8.39.7)
sá mud kvy	 purú  
he joy:INS.SG poetic.inspiration:ACC.PL many 
vívam bh	ma iva puya-ti 
everything:ACC earth:NOM.SG like prosper:PRES-3SG.ACT
‘By [his] joy, he (sc. Agni) [makes thrive] many poetic inspirations, as the earth makes 
thrive everything.’
Elsewhere (Kulikov 1999) I have argued that only intransitive constructions, as
in (17a), represent the original, authentic usage for this verb. The overwhelming
majority of the occurrences with the accusative are, in fact, either (i) construc-
tions with the ‘etymological’ accusative (puí- ‘prosperity’, póa- ‘prosperous
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thing’), or (ii) constructions with the content accusative (Inhaltsakkusativ), refer-
ring to some aspect(s), parameter(s) or scope of prosperity; cf. (18–20):
(18) (RV 6.2.1)
tvá ... rávo  váso puí ná puya-si 
you:NOM glory:ACC.SG Vasu:VOC.SG prosperity:ACC.SG as prosper:PRES-2SG.ACT
‘You, o Vasu, prosper in glory [= you are glorious], as [one prospers] in prosperity [= as 
one is prosperous].’
(19) (RV 7.56.5) 
s ví su-vr	 marúdbhir as-tu   ...
this tribe:NOM.SG good-man:NOM.PL Marut:INS.PL be:PRES-3SG.IMPV.ACT 
púya-nt-  nmám
prosper:PRES-PART.ACT-NOM.SG.F manliness:ACC.SG
‘Let this tribe be full of valiant sons with [the help of] Maruts, ... prospering in manliness.’
(20) (RV 1.81.9)
eté ta indra jantávo  
these your Indra:VOC people:NOM.PL 
vívam puya-nti vryam
all:ACC prosper:PRES-3PL.ACT desirable.good:ACC.SG
‘These men of you, O Indra, prosper in all desirable goods.’8
The rare transitive-causative usages, as the one illustrated in (17b), are likely to
result from the reanalysis of constructions with content accusative, in accordance
with the following semantic scenario: bh	ma vívam puyati ‘the earth thrives in
everything [what exists on it]’  ‘the earth makes thrive everything [what exists
on it]’. 
5.3. Middle athematic participles and middle perfects
Labile patterning is also very common for middle athematic participles with the
suffix -	na-. However, as I argued at the beginning of my paper, the labile syntax
of forms such as hinv	ná- ‘impelling; impelled’ and yuj	ná- ‘yoking’; yoked’ is
a direct corollary of their morphological (grammatical) ambiguity. The transitive
occurrences of hinv	ná- belong with the present paradigm, while its intransi-
tive-passive attestations belong to the paradigm of the perfect/stative. Likewise,
yuj	ná- is a middle root aorist participle in transitive usages and a medio-passive
aorist participle in intransitive-passive usages. 
The same holds for the allegedly labile 3rd sg. and pl. middle perfects as well
as for the corresponding middle perfect participles. Transitive forms such as
dadhé (dh	 ‘put’) (‘has put’) or yuyujré (‘have yoked’) should be taken as a 3sg.
or 3pl. forms of the middle perfect, as in (5a), while passive occurrences (‘is put /
has been put’; ‘are yoked / have been yoked’) belong with the stative paradigm.
8  Such constructions with content accusative are erroneously translated by some scholars as
transitive-causative, for instance, by Geldner – in example (20): ‘Diese Leute hier bringen für dich,
Indra, allen begehrenswerten (Besitz) zur Blüte.’ (Geldner 1951: I, 105).
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5.4. Active perfects
Of more authentic character is the labile patterning of the active perfects. Typical
examples are perfects of the verb vdh ‘grow, increase’.9 Both active and middle
forms of this verb can be employed either intransitively or transitively. For in-
stance, the 3rd person plural active form v	vdhú occurs in the gveda 6 times
in intransitive usages (as in (21a)) and 14 times in transitive-causative usages (as
in (21b)) (see Kümmel 2000: 469ff. for details):
(21) a. (RV 2.34.13)
rudr tásya sádaneu vvdh-u       
Rudra:NOM.PL law:GEN.SG residence:LOC.PL grow:PF-3PL.ACT
‘Rudras have grown in the residences of the truth.’
b. (RV 8.6.35)
índram ukthni vvdh-u       
Indra:ACC.SG hymn:NOM.PL grow:PF-3PL.ACT
‘The hymns have increased Indra.’
After the gveda, we observe the decay of the labile type. Already in the second-
most ancient Vedic text, the Atharvaveda, we find very few labile forms. Most
of the active perfects which show labile syntax in the gveda are either attested
in intransitive usages only (e.g., () vvárta ‘has turned / has made turn’, both in-
transitive and transitive in the RV, as opposed to AV -v	varta ‘has turned’ (intr.);
see Kümmel 2000: 462ff.), or in transitive usages only (RV mamda ‘has re-
joiced, has been exhilarated / has exhilarated’ (tr.), as opposed to AV 7.14.4
3sg.subj.act. mamádat ‘he should exhilarate’ (transitive); see Kümmel 2000:
356ff.), or do not occur at all (as is the case with RVic v	vdhú ‘have grown /
have increased’, rurucú ‘have shone / have made shine’).
6. Concluding remarks: Indo-Aryan within the 
Indo-European typological context
To sum up, we observe three main tendencies in the evolution of the Indo-Aryan
syntax, which are partly related to, but not entirely dependent from, each other.
The decay of the labile patterning essentially runs parallel with two processes:
the rise and development of new valency-changing categories, causatives with
the suffix -áya- (see Jamison 1983) and passives with the suffix -yá- (see Kuli-
kov 2001), which brings the language to a more overt morphological marking of
the transitivity oppositions; and (ii) degrammaticalization of the middle diathe-
sis, which amounts to transferring most functions of the (Proto-)Indo-European
middle to specialized markers. 
9  The labile syntax of the early Vedic perfect (especially common in the gveda) may originate in
the predominant intransitivity of the Proto-Indo-European perfect, of which some traces can still be
found in early Vedic and Homeric Greek’; for details, see Kulikov 2003; 2006. 
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Importantly, these tendencies are not shared with most other branches of Indo-
European. It will now be in order to consider the situation in Indo-European in a
diachronic typological perspective. On the one hand, several groups of Indo-Eu-
ropean, including most Germanic, Romance and Slavic languages, replace the
old syncretic marker of the valency-reducing categories, the middle diathesis,
with a new one, mostly going back to the Proto-Indo-European reflexive pro-
noun *s(u)e- (for this issue, see, for instance, Cennamo 1993). On the other hand,
a number of Romance and Germanic languages attest the emergence and expan-
sion of the labile patterning (which becomes particularly common and produc-
tive in English); the expansion of labile verbs is also well attested in Greek. Fur-
thermore, the Proto-Indo-European causative morpheme *-eie-, still well-attest-
ed in Gothic (jan-verbs) and Old Church Slavonic (i-causatives), has left only
few traces in modern Germanic and Slavonic languages. This type of evolution,
well-attested in the Western part of the Indo-European area, might be called
‘syncretic’. 
By contrast, several other daughter languages, mostly those which belong to
some Eastern branches of Indo-European, radically abandon the syncretic strat-
egy and develop special markers for several intransitive derivations. These in-
clude, in particular, Indo-Aryan and Armenian markers of morphological pas-
sive going back to Proto-Indo-European suffix *-ie/o-; Indo-Iranian reflexive
pronouns tan- (originally meaning ‘body’) and Indo-Aryan 	tmán- (‘breath’);
Indo-Iranian reciprocal pronouns. Furthermore, morphological causatives be-
come quite productive in some Eastern branches, in particular, in Armenian
(causative marker -uc‘anem based on the nasal present derived from a sigmatic
aorist) and Indo-Iranian (productive morphological causative suffixes -áya-,
-aiia- going back to Proto-Indo-European *-eie/o-). An interesting feature (iso-
gloss) shared by several Eastern Indo-European languages of the non-syncretic
type, such as Indo-Aryan, Iranian, and Armenian, is the parallel development of
the new non-syncretic passive and productive morphological causative. The
Proto-Indo-European middle diathesis is degrammaticalized and eventually dis-
appears. The labile syntax, even if attested in some ancient languages of the East-
ern branches, tends to disappear in the course of their history. One might call this
type ‘antisyncretic’.
Thus, we observe two basic types of evolution, or two evolutionary types, at-
tested in the history of the system of transitivity oppositions and valency-chang-
ing categories in Indo-European: syncretic type found in many Western branches
and anti-syncretic type attested at least in some Eastern branches, in particular,
in Indo-Aryan.
Typologically, the Eastern type, as attested in Indo-Aryan, shares more fea-
tures with some non-Indo-European families, such as Turkic or Altaic in general,
rather than with the Western Indo-European type, as attested in Germanic or
Greek. Like Indo-Aryan, Turkic has productive morphological valency-chang-
ing categories, such as causative or reciprocal, and there is some evidence for the
decline of labile patterning (still present in Old Turkic), as well as the under-
developed middle voice, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Diachronic typological features of some language families
0 lacking
+ present
++ increasing (in productivity, frequency etc.)
– decreasing/disappearing
The Western type has no such clear non-Indo-European parallels as the Eastern
type, although we probably can observe some affinities with such families, as,
for instance, Kartvelian or Egyptian.
The origins of these features and the anti-syncretic evolutionary type, in gen-
eral, instantiated by Indo-Aryan is a difficult problem on its own. It may be (part-
ly) due to the influence of the substrate languages of the Altaic or Dravidian type.
These languages could be responsible for some other features of Indo-Aryan as
well, in particular, for the dramatic restructuring of the case system, loss of many
Proto-Indo-European cases and the emergence of the new, agglutinative, case
systems.
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